GUIDANCE DOCUMENT
INTRODUCTION
As the UK prepares to exit the EU, this comes with associated changes with the existing product
CE marking to be replaced by a new UKCA marking system. This technical bulletin will inform
you on the process and its implications. The new UK domestic regime will cover most goods

being placed on the marketplace in Great Britain currently subject to the EU’s CE
marking.
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IMPLICATIONS
The introduction of the UKCA marking and a system of third-party conformity
assessment by UK-recognised approved bodies, in place of the current EU system of
notified bodies. This change will apply to the full commercial and manufactured range of
products.

To allow businesses time to adjust, CE marked goods in scope of this guidance that
meet EU requirements (where these match UK requirements) can continue to be placed
on the GB market until 1 January 2022.
Goods can carry both the CE and UKCA markings so long as they fully complaint with
both UK and EU regulations. From 2021 the essential requirements and standards that
can be used to demonstrate conformity with them from UKCA marked goods will be the
same as they are now.
The UKCA marking alone cannot be used for goods placed on the Northern Ireland
market, which require the CE marking or UK(NI) Marking. For more information:
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/moving-goods-under-the-northern-irelandprotocol
•

Placing manufactured goods on the market in Great Britain (England,
Wales, and Scotland)
o Goods placed on market before 2021 have no change (including existing
stock manufactured before 2021)
o CE markings can be used until 2022 (that apply with UK & EU
requirements) includes goods assessed by EU body
o Different rules for
 Chemicals, Medicine, Vehicles and aerospace
o UKCA markings not recognised in EU or Northern Ireland market
o UK distributors and suppliers need to make sure:
 Goods are labelled with your company’s details (can be on
accompanying documents until 2023 rather than the goods)
 Correct conformity assessment
 Manufacturer has drawn correct technical documentation
 Maintain a copy of conformity for a period of 10 years
o More information:
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•

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/placing-manufactured-goods-on-themarket-in-great-britain-from-1-january-2021
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/construction-products-regulation-from1-january-2021

Moving goods under the Northern Ireland Protocol
o After transition period Ireland can benefit from future Free Trade
Agreements (FTAs)
o Is not codified as a permanent solution (will uphold the Belfast Agreement)
o Trade in goods between Northern Ireland, EU and Ireland will be
unaffected (with no customs infrastructure)
o Moving goods from Northern Ireland to Great Britain will take place as it
does now
 UK will guarantee in legislation unfettered access for businesses
(no declarations, tariffs, new regulatory checks or customs)
 Goods will be able to be placed on the UK marketplace, whether
certified against EU or UK rules from 2021
 Only available to Northern Ireland Businesses (including
businesses headquartered in Great Britain with operations in
Northern Ireland)
o Changes for goods moving from Great Britain to Northern Ireland will be
kept to an absolute minimum
 Food, Agricultural, sanitary and phytosanitary will be subject to
specified processes.
 UK authorities apply Eu customs rules to goods entering Northern
Ireland
 Electronic processes apply
 Access to new, free UK Government service, the Trade Support
Service sign up for further information.
o Northern Ireland to/from the EU
 No change of the movement of goods
 No EU member state will be able to apply any tariff from 31
December 2020
o For Trade with the rest of the world, Northern Ireland will benefit
from UK FTAs
 Continue broadly the same
 Business importing into Northern Ireland from the rest of the world
will also be eligible for the Trade Support Service for free
o For more information on Northern Ireland :
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/moving-goods-under-the-northernireland-protocol/moving-goods-under-the-northern-ireland-protocolintroduction#northern-ireland-tofrom-the-eu
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•

Placing manufactured good on the EU market from 1 January 2021
o You need to change your conformity assessment if:
 You self-declare the conformity
 Any mandatory third-party conformity assessment was carried out by an
EU-recognised notified body
 The certificate of conformity previously held by a UK body has been
transferred to an EU-recognised notified body
 You voluntarily use a testing body
o For more information: https://www.gov.uk/guidance/placing-manufactured-goodson-the-eu-market-from-1-january-2021

For information on Conformity assessment bodies: change of status from 1 January 2021:
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/conformity-assessment-bodies-change-of-status-from-1-january2021

Process
The current CE marking will have a transition year to avoid forcing retrofitting to manufactured
goods in stockpiles. This ends on 1st January 2022 and you should ensure you have a label with
the UKCA marking
Existing CE marking test bodies would be the natural UKCA testing bodies going forward. The

technical requirements for these goods will be the same on 1 January 2021 as they are
now. From 1st January 2022 the UKCA mark will be required to be displayed on
products, where the CE mark is currently used, to show compliance to the UK domestic
regime. To ease the burden on businesses, until the 1 January 2023 for most UKCA
marked goods you have the option to affix the UKCA marking on a label affixed to the
product or on an accompanying document.
The economic operators (whether manufacturer, importer, or distributor) should take
reasonable steps to ensure the UKCA marking remains in place. From 1 January 2023,
the UKCA marking must, in most cases, be affixed directly to the product. You should
start building this into your design process ready for this date.
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IMPORTANT LINKS
1. Placing UKCA and CE marked goods on the GB market from 1st January 2021:
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/placing-manufactured-goods-on-the-market-ingreat-britain-from-1-january-2021
2. Placing manufactured goods on the EU market from 1st January 2021:
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/placing-manufactured-goods-on-the-eu-marketfrom-1-january-2021
3. Prepare to use the UKCA marking from 1st January 2021:
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/using-the-ukca-mark-from-1-january-2021
4. Conformity assessment bodies: status from 1st January 2021:
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/conformity-assessment-bodies-change-of-statusfrom-1-january-2021

This guidance relates primarily to goods regulated by the Department for Business
energy and Industrial Strategy (BEIS) under the areas listed in the guidance. This
guidance does not wholly apply to medical devices, rail interoperability, construction
products and civil explosives; goods regulated under the old approach (chemicals,
medicines, vehicles and aerospace) and goods covered by national rules (see the UK
specific rules guidance for more information).

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
1. After the end of the transition period, will there be a greater risk of unsafe
products on the GB market?
We remain committed to ensuring that UK standards are maintained. Our regulations
ensure that the same standards that applied before the end of the transition period will
continue to apply afterwards. In addition, we intend to implement the recommendations
of the Independent Review of Building Regulations and Fire Safety to further strengthen
regulatory oversight of construction products at a national level.
2. How will products already circulating on the GB market be affected?
For an individual product already circulating on the GB market prior to the end of the
transition period, no additional action is needed. A certificate issued by a EU notified
body that was valid immediately before that date continues to be valid for the purposes
of the GB market.
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3. What do I need to do to place a product on the GB market after the end of the
transition period?
Businesses must prepare for the end of recognition of the CE mark in GB and affix the
UK marking using a UK-recognised ‘approved body’ on 1 January 2022.
Until then, in GB both the UK marking and the CE marking will be recognised.
Manufacturers will either need to:
•
•

affix the UK marking using a UK-recognised ‘approved body’, or
affix the CE marking using an EU-recognised ‘notified body’.

Where no third-party conformity assessment is required (AVCP system 4) the
manufacturer can choose whether to affix the UK marking or the CE marking, provided
that the underlying requirements are met.
4. What do I need to do to place a product on the EU market after the end of the
transition period?
After the end of the transition period, it will be for the EU to determine the arrangements
that apply.
5. If I am placing products from the EU on the GB market, will my obligations be
affected?
If you place products from the EU on the GB market you will, in most cases, now be
classified as an ‘importer’ bringing in products to GB from a third country. There will be
a requirement:
•
•
•
•

for importers to label their products with their name and address
to ensure that the assessment and verification of constancy of performance
(AVCP) requirements has been carried out by the manufacturer
that the product bears the conformity marking
that the manufacturer has complied with their labelling obligations.

In addition, importers must not place products on the GB market if they have reason to
believe that the product does not comply with the applicable requirements of the UK
Construction Products Regulations.
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6. What happens if I am part-way through conformity assessment activity at the
end of the transition period?
Where conformity assessment activity has been undertaken (in full or in part) by a UK
notified body and the product has not been placed on the UK market before the end of
the transition period, that conformity assessment activity can be used to support the
affixing of the UK marking.
If the conformity assessment activity is being undertaken by an EU-recognised notified
body, the process can be completed after the end of the transition period and the CE
marking can be affixed in accordance with EU rules, and provided that the goods are
placed on the GB market before 31 December 2021 they can be placed lawfully on the
GB market with the CE marking.
However, businesses must prepare for the end of recognition of the CE mark on the 1
January 2022 for products being placed on the GB market.
7. Will manufacturers need to test products twice to sell on GB and EU markets?
Businesses must prepare for the end of recognition of the CE mark in GB and affix the
UK marking using a UK-recognised ‘approved body’.
In GB both the UK marking and the CE marking will initially be recognised.
Manufacturers will either need to:
•
•

affix the UK marking using a UK-recognised ‘approved body’ or
affix the CE marking using an EU-recognised ‘notified body’.

The EU have indicated they will only recognise the CE marking.
From 1 January 2022, businesses must affix the UK marking to place products on the
GB market.
8. Can I still use certificates from EU-recognised notified bodies for products
placed on the GB market?
Businesses must prepare for the end of recognition of the CE mark in GB and affix the
UK marking using a UK-recognised ‘approved body’.
However, until 1 January 2022, the CE marking can be affixed where any third-party
conformity assessment has been undertaken by an EU-recognised notified body.
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9. Can an EU-recognised notified body certificate be used to enable a
manufacturer to affix the UK marking?
No. For a UK marking to be affixed, any third-party conformity assessment must be
undertaken by a UK approved body.
However, where CE marking has been legitimately affixed, the product can be
continuing to be placed on the GB market until 1 January 2022. There is no need to
affix UK marking in addition to CE marking. After this date, the UK mark must be affixed.
This approach should provide manufacturers with sufficient time to make the necessary
changes to move over to the UK mark.
10. How do I transfer an existing conformity assessment certificate to an EUrecognised notified body?
Check whether your UK notified body is taking steps of its own to transfer certificates,
so that you can continue to export to the EU without needing to find a new EU notified
body. If not, you will need to either:
•

•

arrange for information held by your existing UK notified body to be transferred
to an EU notified body so they can issue you a new certificate. This would be
subject to contractual arrangements between the EU-recognised notified body,
the UK body, and the manufacturer, or
get your products reassessed by an EU-recognised notified body.

If your existing certificate is transferred to an EU notified body then you will need to
update the 4-digit notified body number on your products. You will not need to do this
for products already on the market or which were manufactured before the transfer took
place.
A list of EU-recognised notified bodies is available (the UK bodies would be removed
from this list at the end of the transition period).
From 1 January 2022, you should also prepare to need separate certificates for the GB
and EU markets, so you should speak to both your existing and new body to make
arrangements that mean you will be covered for both markets in the future.
11. Will manufacturers supplying products to GB and EU be required to issue two
Declarations of Performance for the same product?
An additional Declaration of Performance is not required for the GB market where the
obligations of the EU and UK standard for the product are the same (which they will be
immediately from the end of the transition period), where the product has been
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legitimately affixed with CE marking and the declaration of performance is supplied in
English.
12. How long will GB continue to accept CE marked products?
Businesses must prepare for recognition of the CE mark in GB to end on 1 January
2022. After this date, products placed on the market in GB UK mark must bear a UK
mark.
13. What is meant in the Regulations by ‘place on the market’ and ‘making a
product available on the market’?
References in the GB regime to ‘the market’ will mean the Great Britain market, rather
than meaning the EU market. Apart from that, these definitions will be unchanged and
so operators do not need to change their approach in this regard. See Article 2 in
Regulation (EU) No 305/2011 for more information.
‘Placing on the market’ means the first making available of a construction product on the
GB market.
‘Making available on the market’ means any supply of a construction product for
distribution or use on the GB market in the course of a commercial activity, whether in
return for payment or free of charge.
14. What has government done to help businesses and organisations prepare for
the changes to come?
We published guidance to help businesses to prepare for EU exit in a no deal
scenario on 24 January 2019. This guidance replaces this and provides practical
information for placing construction products on the GB market from the end of the
transition period. Guidance on placing goods on the NI market will follow.
Notified bodies established in the UK were contacted in February 2019 with more
details about how the process of becoming a UK approved body will be managed.
15. What is meant by ‘the end of the transition period’?
The transition period will end at 11pm on 31 December 2020.
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FOOTNOTES
1 ‘Placing on the market’ means the first making available of a construction product on
the GB market. ‘Making available on the market’ means any supply of a construction
product for distribution or use on the GB market in the course of a commercial activity,
whether in return for payment or free of charge.
2 Further guidance will be provided for placing goods on the NI market.
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